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Correction:
The cover photo on
Issue #176, May/
June 2017 was by
Henrik Vikse. We
mistakenly credited
Jayme Dittmar. We
regret the error.
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Joee Redington Jr. in 1969. For our remembrance
of this mushing icon, and a great collection of
photos from throughout his life, turn to page 16.
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his issue was heavy for us, as we celebrated Joee Redington’s life as a
homesteader and long-time competitor and icon in our sport. He was a great
friend and mentor, and I hope you enjoy photos and stories that his wife, Pam,
helped us put together. His lifestyle and accomplishments are nothing short of remarkable.
We also spent an afternoon this fall photographing Matt Hall’s SuperDogs. Matt Hall
won the 2017 Yukon Quest and is signed up to defend his title in the Quest and to run
his rookie Iditarod. It was fun hanging out with his crew of Quest champions, especially
Golden Harness winner Keeper. I’ve heard many stories about Keeper’s abilities up front as
a remarkable command leader and I’m not sure about you, but meeting well-known leaders
is like meeting my favorite NHL hockey player. While Keeper has passed on the reins to a
talented young pool of dogs, we look for Matt to have another outstanding season.
You'll find a few opinion pieces in this issue. Feel free to share your opinion with us–we
are always open to hearing your thoughts, agree or disagree.
Hopefully this issue has landed in your mailbox during peak snow season, which is my
favorite time of year as all of our mid-winter weekends are filled with races to can follow
and race in. Happy trails, and here’s hoping they are even better in 2018!
Jacob Witkop,
Editor-in-chief and fellow musher

A tribute to Joee Redington Jr. by Jon Van Zyle
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beginner basics

Puppy Evaluation
by Miki and Julie Collins

While some mushers may keep
an entire litter of pups until after
harness-breaking and then
select the best, most prefer to
place excess pups promptly.
Unfortunately predicting the
potential of a sled dog when
he’s only a few weeks old can
be challenging.
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thorough puppy evaluation helps determine not only which pups will
best fulfill your needs, but how to best place each one you decide to part
with, whether it will run in a competitive team, have a less-demanding
job with a recreational musher, or be placed as a pet. While a formal evaluation
of conformation, attitude and character can be done at eight weeks, this ongoing
process continues from birth through the pup’s first year or two.
Oh! look at the freckles on that newborn! Let’s keep him!...[a year later]…Boy, he
struggles in my team but my friend loves him for skijoring and he’s great with her
kids, so that’s really the best home for him.
Some of our suggestions will also help you pick a good pup when choosing
from another musher’s litter. In this case, make sure the pup has been wormed,
vaccinated, fed properly, and been raised in a clean yard with plenty of mental and
environmental stimulation.
Before you can decide which pup best augments your team, consider your
priorities. Do you need gentle, easy-going dogs for working with children?
Controllable powerhouses for running a remote trapline? High-speed, durable,
heat-resistant dogs for sprint events? Or the steady speed, hardiness and endurance
required of long distance racers?
Don’t take any one thing we say here as a reason to part with a pup. Evaluate every
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✓Size
✓Conformation
✓Gait
✓Attitude
✓Appetite
✓Obediance
aspect, but look at the whole pup. If he flunked a few
of these tests but you and he have bonded, hold onto
him for awhile. While it’s not fair to make a secondrate dog run in a first rate team, if you got into
mushing because you love dogs, give your favorite
every chance before finding a more appropriate
home.
Newborns give few clues as to their adult
potential, but you can at least note sex, coat color
and markings if these are important to you. Bone
and foot size may indicate relative size, but not with
certainty. Also one pup may be undersized, skinny,
dehydrated, unable to nurse well or otherwise doing
poorly; they may or may not overcome this setback.
It may be most humane to euthanize those with
obvious major defects; consult your veterinarian.
As the pups grow, watch for the firsts—first one
to walk, first out of the house, first to scale the low
board blocking the door of your puppy pen. As they
A pup like Beetle who willingly makes strong eye contact (with Julie here) often grows up to be peoplegrow, watch for the first pup to develop the strength
oriented and obedient.
and coordination to scale the barrier, and later to
jump it cleanly. Who’s out front on puppy walks?
Just as important, who’s the last? These often
regained their projected size. Large litters also are usually slow to gain
reflect mental or physical attributes, and often
but should catch up some time after weaning. If in doubt, look at the
persist through life.
size range of not just the parents but all close relatives.
You may want to find homes for the least promising ones at 7 to
There will always be exceptions. Sasa’s relatives were in the
9 weeks. Then keep the remainder for weeks, months, or, if you’re
70-pound range. He weighed 36 pounds at 13 weeks, and about 70
anxious to keep the best, a year or more.
pounds at six months. Unlike most dogs, he didn’t quit growing in a
timely fashion, and as an adult hit 115 pounds! The mass of his leg
PHYSICAL TRAITS: SIZE AND CONFORMATION
bones as a pup hinted at his true size.
Size can be difficult to predict. We’ve tracked puppy weights for
Indeed, foot size and the circumference of foreleg bones can be
decades and while they give some indication of adult size, all we’ve
better predictors of future size than actual puppy weights. Look for
really proved is that many fail to land in their predicted range.
a foot comparable to the expected size and purpose of the adult:
However, most of our pups reached half their adult weight at some
smallish and fine-boned for speed, big and heavy-boned for freighting
point during weeks 13 to 15. Expect lines that are smaller than our 70dogs. Donna Gates, a trainer with decades of experience raising and
90 pound critters to mature a bit faster than that, and bigger, heavier
training working dogs near Denali Park Alaska, recently mentioned
ones later.
that the most quiet pup often grows into the biggest.
If the mom has low levels of milk fat, pups can start out small only to
Height likewise can prove problematic to predict; if you need tall
catch up months later. Our Hundo (and his littermates at Denali Park)
Beginner Basics continued on next page
were much smaller than expected as pups. Now one year old, they’ve
mushing magazine
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Beginner Basics continued from previous page
dogs for breaking trails, pick those with the
longest legs (height at the elbow compared to
height at the withers) and hope that doesn’t
change. Remember a shallow chest---one that
does not drop down to the elbow---makes
legs look longer than they really are.
Look for compact feet with good arches
in the toes. Many feel black pads are more
durable than light-colored ones. (Most pups
develop the dark color by two or three weeks
of age.)
Some feel that at 8 weeks of age a pup
best reflects his adult structure, making this
the ideal time for evaluating conformation.
Others believe evaluating a couple weeks later
proves more accurate. Since we previously
covered conformation in depth (Mushing
issues #170 and 171), we won’t rehash too
much; we do strongly recommend Pat
Hasting’s DVD Puppy Puzzle.
A pup that occasionally stops his play to
stand straight, confident and motionless,
four-square with hind feet just back behind
his body, probably has a good build. One with

A pup that occasionally stops
his play to stand straight,
confident and motionless,
four-square with hind feet
just back behind his body,
probably has a good build.

flaws usually resists efforts to place him in
this position. The pup that never seems to
stop moving may have a weaker conformation
making him feel unbalanced when standing
motionless. When he does pause, he’ll likely
place one or both hind legs forward under his
body.
Try giving your little one a gentle sideways
push, or watch as the pups rough-house. The
one that stands firm and solid probably has a
better build than one who swings a leg out to
catch himself, or worse yet tips right over. A
dog that sits square and upright usually has a
more solid build than one who tips both legs
off to one side, or whose knees flop outward.
(Sitting is easier for wider dogs than narrowbuilt ones.)
Coat quality can change as pups mature,
but those with extra long or dense coats, or
very thin coats, become obvious by the time
they are a few weeks old.

PHYSICAL TRAITS: GAITS
AND MOVEMENT
Begin evaluating movement when the pups
first emerge from the house, and continue
throughout their growth. Who moves with
smooth confidence, and who falls down
easily? Most pups move from toddling into
bunny hopping, an inefficient sort of lope.
If speed is your game, watch for the first to
develop a true lope with smoothness and as
much power and impulsion as one could hope
for in a baby.

Spruce learned that deep water will not support his
weight! He quickly hauled himself out, and seconds
later he was scampering happily around, a sign of
resilience and calm courage. (Always supervise pups in
these situations.)

Four pups happily crossed shallow water to play on the silt flats. Only Birch held back: he had fallen into deep water and became fearful even after being plucked out. Maybe
he’s naturally more fearful, or he may have had a worse experience like water up his nose. Now he exhibits reluctance to cross even shallow water, a concern for mushers who
deal with overflow or water crossings. Gentle water exposure and desensitizing will likely cure him, but this quirk puts a little black mark beside his name.
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tend to develop slower than females
and smaller ones, both physically
and emotionally. Also, body parts
develop at different rates. For
instance, hind ends often gain
power before front ends, causing
gait problems such as crabbing,
bunny hopping or a see-sawing
action. These often smooth out as
the pup matures.
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Beginner Basics continued from previous page
as the team bore down on Streak, instead of
trying to escape the charging dogs he flew at
the leaders faces in an impressive display of
defensive puppy rage! Guess who not only
grew up to be the most aggressive dog we ever
had for driving away problem bears, but also,
as an arthritic old timer, sustained the courage
and arrogance to knock down an assault by a
couple of attacking wolves?
The pup who faces up to a loose adult
thundering over instead of fleeing with his
littermates likely has the most courage. If one
flees for any reason, does he head for Mom, or
you---or just run in a blind panic?
The first to venture across your puppy bridge, cross an open grate, or
splash through a puddle might be the best for tackling trail challenges.
The one who always runs out front during puppy walks likely has good
drive and may prove a great race leader.
Who happily greets human visitors, and who hides or approaches

only with gentle coaxing? Who tolerates the unpleasant vibrating
buzz of clippers? Who first approaches the horses and is he quiet, or
barking aggressively---or fearfully? Who runs from the chickens--and who tries to kill them?
Which one is the problem-solver? When Mom retreats to the roof
of her dog house, the problem-solver runs around looking for another
way to reach her. Put one in the puppy pen with a bit
of food, leave the door open and then call from the
outside at the end opposite the door. Does he find his
Pups destined to be handled by children should be non-aggressive and easy to handle, and
way out the door, or repeatedly try to go through the
ideally grow up around kids. Our niece Karen fell in love with Cricket at an early age due to his
fence, or just wail for help?
calm, kind attitude.
If you value bonding, trainability and obedience,
pick the pup who frequently makes strong eye contact.
He’s saying, What do you think about this? Where are
you going? Can I come? And, eventually, What do you
want me to do? He’s looking to you as his leader and
friend. This pup is more likely to have a strong desire
to please and make strong emotional bonds with his
human. He is often the one who responds quickly to
commands and delights in verbal praise.
If eating aggressively makes your list of
requirements, note which pup really dives in. Keep in
mind that even an aggressive eater may hold back if
intimidated by bigger pups.
Fighting and aggression may show up in toddlers, or
perhaps not until after maturity or even mid-life. Pups
all should play, wrestle and even growl, but watch out
for the one who actually loses his temper. The pup
who growls over a shared food bowl may be arrogant
or aggressive as an adult. While neutering by age one
or two often cures dominance aggression, it has less
effect when a little one displays anger issues before
puberty. When you place any pup with a physical or
temperament issue, always inform the new owner.
The more tests you can devise, the more informed
your picks will be. What does each do when carried
alone into a strange place: huddle in a terrified heap,
stay close but calm, or boldly explore? Take each for a
ride in a car (or, in our case, a boat), and observe the
reaction.
Remember careful handling and training has a
profound impact on behavior, especially when started
early. Compare littermates at the same age, since they
gain confidence as they grow.
By eight weeks of age you can start teaching each
8
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pup to sit, revealing learning ability and
responsiveness. Does he readily learn and
obey the command (intelligent, responsive)?
Does he try hard but just can’t figure out

Dedicated to Mushers Worldwide
Primaloft Jacket
170 grams • 6 ounces
S • M • L • XL
Highly Visible
Pro Pricing Available
Retail $79.99

One huge advantage of
running a recreational team
is you can keep your favorite
puppy even if he isn’t the
best puppy.

Showroom & HQ @ MM73 in Willow, Alaska
907-412-2361 ProMushing.com

what you want (responsive but challenged to
grasp your “foreign language”)? Or perhaps
he learns the command but chooses to ignore
it (intelligent but independent and may need
more training before he responds readily).

THE VET CHECK
A veterinary exam at 8 to 12 weeks is
always a good idea. This can be a simple
wellness exam which could pinpoint
potential problems such as a heart defect, or
more detailed, including X-rays and blood,
fecal, and urine tests to check for parasites,
metabolic diseases and other problems.
Genetic testing is even available for some
inherited diseases.
If possible have a talented musher
evaluate for conformation and aptitude. An

experienced objective opinion never hurts,
especially if you hope to raise competitive
dogs. (One huge advantage of running a
recreational team is you can keep your
favorite puppy even if he isn’t the best puppy.)
At 8 to 10 weeks of age you can usually pick
and rehome one or two pups from each litter
that have less potential to improve your team.
By about four months you’ve probably weeded
out one or two more that don’t quite suit your
ideals. You may want to hold onto the rest
until harness-broken when you can evaluate
work ethic and ability, ease of training, adult
conformation, gaits, drive, foot durability,
leadership, and other priorities.
Letting go of pups with less potential can

be emotionally difficult but allows you to
concentrate your efforts on those most likely
to fit in your team. Spend time with your
little ones every single day, as a group and as
individuals, challenging each, studying all,
taking notes, and just enjoying their antics.
They’ll be better dogs for your efforts, and
you’ll make better picks along the way.
Miki and Julie Collins have been mushing
a trapline of up to 80 miles in bush Alaska
for nearly 40 years. They have made
numerous wilderness expeditions by dog
team and authored three books, including
Dog Driver: A Guide for the Serious
Musher, a book for all mushers.
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beginner basics

are you ready to race?
by Johanne Sundby

M

aybe you are a dedicated sofa musher, laptop musher,
internet musher who follows the big races and know
a lot about the famous ones. Maybe you have tried
sledding in a tourist business once? Maybe you have visited a
kennel in the summer and taken a ride? Maybe you own a sled and
a half-Siberian and already dream about Iditarod? Maybe you
have handled for a friend (who, by the way, ended up scratching)?
And now you think it is your time to mush. So how do you ever get
started on this?
Some start out the wrong way. They purchase leftover dogs that have
been selected out of a better kennel or let down by someone who quit,
got themselves too many wild dogs and no leader(s), or accidentally
had a litter that was not planned and had to keep all – five crazy
puppies growing into adulthood simultaneously. Bottom line: that is
NOT the easy way to start. I know people who never dare train on
trails where they may meet other teams, or people who never manage
to get their dogs to take a correct turn at a trail crossing. If that is you,
then think again. Or maybe you signed up for a too ambitious race and
got to the start, but with untrained dogs who have not learned to pass
and who eat lines and harnesses and park after halfway and are done?
My first advice for a wannabe musher is: start small. Start with a
small team; enter short races. Everybody has been a beginner.
Or, join a kennel that is already doing okay and offer to help out
with training. There is a lot to learn from driving other people’s dogs,
if those dogs are okay. Many mushers have a B-team, or need someone
to take care of dogs now and then, and can let you run the team. Get

10 july/august
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to know the dogs, the logic about how you place them in the team, the
strengths and weaknesses of each and every dog. If you own a dog or
two, ask if you can plug them into one of their teams to learn.
Or start small with the dogs you have, and increase slowly by getting
some experienced lead dogs, even if they are a bit slow and old.

My first advice for a wannabe
musher is: start small.
Prepare the dogs for success
If you want to drive a dog team well, you have to teach the team –
also leadership. Old dogs can help you teach young ones. If you are
not yet very sure about your own mushing skills, train a team of four.
Train them for commands: gee/haw, whoa, etc. until they know what
you expect of them. If they don’t understand what you want, it is not
their fault, but yours. You need to be clear and predictable. Dogs like
leadership. They are quite willing to do whatever if it makes sense for
them. Eager dogs can be rewarded by speed, “let’s go”. Tired dogs may
work the opposite way, they may try to make you stop. If you stop the
team when they try to pee, to eat snow, to roll over, to play, then they
know: “if we want to stop, that’s what we’ll do”.
One example: You want the dogs to trot, with good speed,
uphill. Usually dogs see the slower speed uphill as a time to relieve
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themselves. If you study trails, many uphills
have yellow snowbanks. If you want the dog
to learn to pull uphill, don’t get off the sled.
Let them stop a bit before you enter the hill,
and let them pee or poop then. When they are
a bit bored, give a speed command, and let
them run up the hill. Then praise them well.
Do this many times, and they will learn. On
some days, the only thing you teach your team
is to hold the right side of the trail. If they do,
then go. If they don’t, then stop. Yes, you will
be bored. But the dogs will learn. A lot starts
with training. Way too many mushers stop
training when the race season is over. Spring
training in the mountains is the best there is–
dogs can learn to camp (checkpoint training),
rest, eat, sleep in the snow, break trail, and
enjoy the company of their human friends in
a leisurely way, and love it.

Enter a race
Enter some smaller races, like a weekend
short distance two-day race - a sprint race.
Don’t have any other goal than to go through
it. Think of it as learning. The dogs and you
need to learn to hook up and wait, to learn
how to “get to the start”, and experience the
start clock signal. You need to experience
being passed, and maybe passing others.
You need to let the dogs experience the
competition, running after other teams,
coming to a finish line, getting a reward for
their efforts. If you don’t have enough dogs
to enter a racem then borrow, but definitely
test the team out before you enter a race.
Dogs are living creatures, some
like and some dislike one another.
Train for clean passes. As of the
past 10 years, there are less and
less “alligators” in good breeding
of sled dogs. (Alligators are dogs
that snap after passing teams, a
not very appreciated encounter
in any race). If you are unsure of
your dogs’ ability to pass, don’t
test it on a race, train before. On
a race, you can slow down and let
another team pass. If you stop and
your dogs roll over or start looking
back, you may experience that
another untrained team may enter
yours. If that happens, keep calm
and just sort it out. If you start
getting agitated, the dogs may feed
off this and become aggressive as
well.
After the first race, enter another
race, and another. Don’t wait until

you have a winning team.
A winning team grows
out of an experienced
team. Often we enter a lot
of races before the main
goal of the season. It
gives you access to good
trails, it tells you how
good your dogs are, and
it helps strengthen their
ability to run. Only one
team can win. But a lot
of teams can get mileage
and muscle and learn the
ropes of going to a race.

Up for the
Challenge?
canadianchallenge.com

Have an organized team spirit.
If you want to be a good race musher, keep
your things in order. Know where the things
you need are – sled and bag, winter clothes,
GPS, dry harnesses, booties, snacks, sleeping
bag, etc. Read the obligatory equipment
list and pack accordingly. Be up-to-date
on the mandatory vaccines and have them
documented on the right paperwork. Bring
remedies for common ailments like runny
stools and sore paws. Do not forget essentials
like tuglines, snowhooks, and runner plastic.
The best preparedness for a race is to be
systematic and quick when unpacking from
the last. Be there on time, get your registration
done with. Talk with other mushers, get to
know something about the trail. Have enough
headlamp batteries (and spare ones). If you
do not have a handler, ask someone to help

you at the start. Practice how to start with
minimum help (Robert Sørlie, two-time
Iditarod champion, says he sometimes hooks
up the team and goes in for coffee, and he will
only start training when they are quiet. They
soon learn that being quiet means “getting to
go”. Most teams think that being very noisy
means so. It sure is nice when dogs are quiet).
If you become a good musher but can
afford to keep only a few dogs, then let
your reputation as a good caretaker of dogs
circulate, and you will get spare dogs for
races. If you are sloppy, and don’t notice
lameness and fatigue, or forget to take them
out of the dog box after a hefty banquet, well,
you may end up with a different reputation.
If you get really hooked, become the kennel
helper and handler that no musher can let go,
and you end up running better than him in
the big race. •
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Q&A

what is the most useful
speed workout for
dryland racing?

We asked some of the best dryland mushers in North America, here are their answers...
The major issue with training for
dryland is the heat factor. Because
dryland races are early in the season
(mid-October here in the Midwest),
we have to start training earlier in the
season than if we were only concerned
with snow races.

It is crucial to the wellbeing of the dog to make
sure that they do not
overheat during this early
training period.
I have a few dogs that tend to run
warmer than others. There are days
in this early training when I will let
them sit rather than risk overheating.
Keeping your dogs well-hydrated and
wetting them down with cool water
before the run will help to deal with
some heat issues. Once a dog has
overheated it will affect it physically
for the rest of its life.
I do not train on my racing rig. I use
only my ATV to be assured of complete
control at all times. If your dogs have
been fairly sedentary most of the
summer months, they need to begin
training for very short distances. Most
dryland races are short (1-4 miles) so
quality is more important than quantity
at this point in time. I start going slow
(approx. 12 mph) to start. This is
also the time to give your yearlings a
chance to get to know your program
and to look for those hard-working

dogs that work well together. After a
few weeks of slow workouts I will start
to think about speed. The way I do this
is when the finish is in sight I will give
a “pick up” command and let them
finish the run at a faster pace. We are
not going full out yet, but a faster pace
than we were doing previously. We are
also slowly increasing the distance
on the runs at this time. I will let them
do this for a few runs until I increase
the amount of faster pace segments.
About 3 weeks before the first race
I will have one segment of the run
where they are given the command to
run full out. After that time I will vary
the different paces slowly increasing
the full out running time. Doing speed
runs also increases the possibility of
injuries and overheating. Again, use
caution. There will be times when you
have to decide not to run rather than
do any damage. The ultimate goal for
me is to be able to run a minimum of 3
miles at full out speed by the first race.

One word of warning–
racing dogs on a rig is
NOT the place to run your
yearlings or inexperienced
dogs.

Dryland is not my main goal, but
it’s fun. So I would probably do
things a bit different if I wanted to
focus on dryland. In the fall, I train for
snow racing so we are training tough,
building muscle, strength and mileage.
All that comes before speed.
Fall dryland racing is hard, there
is not much time to prepare dogs.
Running fast all the time without
strength training will hurt dogs or teams
can crash later in the season because
they will peak early. Dog body’s are not
capable of always going top speed,
their muscles wear down and it takes
time to recover.

When their bodies wear
out so do their minds,
which can lead to them
getting sour.
Before fall dryland race season
starts, I will do a couple fast runs with
them so they get more comfortable
with speed and don’t get winded. I run
them as fast as they are comfortable.
The older dogs know what’s up but be
careful to not scare the younger dogs
with too much speed. Some short
sprinting is required or the dogs will

If there are any tangles or issues it
is almost impossible to deal with it by
yourself. You might be lucky enough
to run into trail help when it is needed,
but it is not worth the risk.

Jan Bootz-Dittmar
2011-2017 ISDRA Gold medal, 6-dog rig
12 july/august
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get winded, but not many fast runs are
needed. Usually I’ll take them out slow
then let them come in fast for just a mile,
we may also stop during the run and get
them revved up.
Spring dryland I will go all out, the dogs
have been racing all winter they are in
shape, the speed and power is there. I may
do a couple short runs (mile or two) with
them and break then during the run getting
them super revved, it’s a mental game as
much as it is physical. My dogs typically
will run faster in the spring than they do in
the fall because they are in better shape.
As for speed during my fast runs prior
to dryland racing, I don’t usually train
with a GPS. When I do, I use it to check
distances, rarely do I check for speed. I
prefer to look at the dogs and see what
they need (and can do) vs. looking at the
display of the GPS as not all dogs are the
same.
Our fast speeds are around 20 mph but
it differs depending on the dog. Usually I’ll
take them out slow then let them come in
fast for just a mile or two. Sometimes we
may also stop during the run and get them
revved up, depending if they need more
attitude. We like to start incorporating fast
runs into training 3 weeks before our races
but the weather doesn’t always cooperate
or hasn’t cooperated so your training
might not be there yet. So we don’t push it.

I would say the most important factor when it comes to
training speed for dryland is making sure your dogs are
comfortable at the high speeds that racing THAT early in
the year demands. The surest way to ruin a dog, especially
a young dog, is to ask it to run faster than it has ever seen in
harness. There is a good chance that it will have mental and
physical repercussions or injury.
Besides just being a dang good time for the dogs, free
running is a great way for dogs to run full out at speeds they
are comfortable with. They are learning that running fast
is fun and they are not being pushed to levels they can’t
obtain. Dogs also learn to “free wheel” while free running and
can learn to balance without the aid of the harness. This is
especially important when they are running in team. If there
is ever a time where the speeds are so high (steep downhills)
and they no longer have a tight tug, they don’t need the
security of their harness to be comfortable. The dogs have
developed a more well-rounded musculature as they must
balance, turn, jump over things and not just run straight down
the trail while pulling in harness. This is what gives them the
confidence to “free wheel”.
My dogs free run all summer during play time, but in
September I start with structured free running. I use the
ATV to encourage them to run at top end speed. We start
with 3-4 miles and up the distance as fitness improves and
temperature drops. As soon as we can start in harness, I will
keep doing 1 or 2 free runs per week to mix up the workouts
and keep things interesting.
Free running should not be the only tool used to train speed
for dryland racing. The dogs need to see the high speeds in
harness as well. It comes down to the musher knowing their
dogs and what they are comfortable with in terms of speed.
Keeping dogs safe and happy is the number one priority.

Mandy Collins

Jocelyn Bradbury

2016 ISDRA Bronze medal, 2-dog scooter

2017 ISDRA Bronze medal, 2-dog scooter
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Ray Wise
Mala
Serum Run Filmmaker
and Hollywood Star
by Helen Hegener

During the 1925 Serum Run to Nome, also
known as the “Great Race of Mercy,” twenty intrepid mushers, mostly mail carriers familiar with
the trails, relayed a valuable box of diphtheria
antitoxin several hundred miles across the territory of Alaska.

C
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rossing frozen rivers, lakes and mountain ranges, they
raced from the end of the rails at Nenana to Nome on
the Bering Sea, saving countless lives and securing a
place in history for their brave efforts. At the time, the story
gripped the imagination of the entire nation, as the story
received headline coverage in newspapers across the United
States and both the mushers and their dogs were portrayed as
heroes. People were transfixed by the story as it unfolded day
after day, almost in real time, via the marvelous new invention
of radio.
On the very morning the antitoxin arrived in Nome, a young
Alaskan with experience as a camera operator sensed the
historic value of the event, and determined that there should be
film footage of the arrival and delivery of the lifesaving serum.
Because it was too dark for photos when the antitoxin arrived
in the early morning hours, the cameraman gathered the
principal personalities and staged and filmed a reenactment
later that morning. The footage portrayed the final musher,
Gunnar Kaasen, with Balto in the lead position, mushing down
Front Street in Nome and delivering the antitoxin to Dr. Curtis
Welch.
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This documentation and portrayal
of the diphtheria serum being delivered
safely to Nome was filmed by Ray Wise, who
was born in 1906 in the small village of
Candle, Alaska, to an Inupiaq mother named
Casina Armstrong, and a Russian immigrant
father, Bill Wise. His father had come
north with the gold rush and struck it rich,
returning to San Francisco to purchase the
Granada and Normandy hotels. The young
Ray would not meet his father until he was
in his twenties, and had become a Hollywood
success story. His mother, who moved from
Candle to Kotzebue when Ray was four, died
in the 1918 influenza epidemic, and Ray was
raised by his Inupiaq grandmother, learning
the language and the ways of her people. He
attended a Quaker missionary school, but at
age twelve he ran away and began taking odd
jobs to support himself.
At that time Alaska was still a territory
of the United States, a strange land to many
Americans, and films of the great icebound
northland were becoming popular in movie
theaters. In 1922 an explorer named Captain
Frank Kleinschmidt went to Alaska on an
expedition to film a picture called Primitive
Love in which Ray Wise made his film debut
in a bit part, dressed as a woman and posing
on the ice. Not only did Ray act in front of the
camera, but he also worked as a cameraman
for the picture, displaying for the first time
his firm and steady control of the hand-held
equipment in the bitter cold.
After the filming ended, young Ray
accompanied the Danish Arctic explorer
and writer, Knud Rasmussen, as his official
cameraman on a three-year trip to collect
and describe Inuit songs and legends. After
returning from that expedition he met a
Pathe newsreel cameraman, Merle LeVoy,
who was returning from a trip to the Arctic.
LeVoy hired Wise to help film scenes for his
company, and when the Serum Run took
place in the winter of 1925, Ray Wise was
there to capture the event on film. Sale of the
valuable historic footage to the Pathe News
organization, and his rock-steady handling of
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the camera in
the cold temperatures,
brought then-19-year-old Ray Wise to the
attention of Hollywood filmmakers.
In 1925 Ray Wise made his way to
Hollywood and secured a job as a cameraman
with the Fox Film Corporation for three years
(before the creation of 20th Century Fox).
Then in 1932 he landed his first lead role in the
silent film Igloo, for Universal Pictures. Igloo
was a great success and led Hollywood movie
reviewers to dub the handsome, personable,
six-foot-tall Ray Wise as “the Clark Gable of
Alaska.”
Playing on the sudden popularity of the
young Alaskan star, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s
Louis B. Mayer signed Ray Wise to the lead
role in a new film, and sent director Woody
Van Dyke to Alaska to film the movie Eskimo
with an all-Alaska native cast. Produced
by the legendary Irving Thalberg, Eskimo
secured stardom for Ray Wise–who changed
his last name to the title role’s Mala.
Eskimo premiered to much fanfare at the
famed Astor Theatre in Times Square, New
York in 1933, with an oversized marquee lit
by 70,000 light bulbs. The leading man, Ray
Mala, attended the premiere in an elaborate
bird-skin parka valued at $2,000. Billed as
“The biggest picture ever made” by MGM,
Eskimo won the first Oscar for Best Film
Editing at the Academy Awards, and became
a huge success.
At the age of 27, the charming, handsome
Ray Wise Mala was the first non-white actor
to play a leading role in a major Hollywood
film. He became a matinee idol and enjoyed a
long career, appearing in 25 Hollywood films
over the next three decades, and becoming an
accomplished cinematographer. Mala gained
international stardom following Eskimo and
as a result MGM cast Mala as the lead in Last
of the Pagans (1935), written by John Farrow
and directed by Richard Thorpe. Last of the
Pagans was filmed entirely on location in
Tahiti and performed respectably at the box
office. Mala’s next big role came in The Jungle

Princess (1936), which launched
Dorothy Lamour’s career (she went
on to co-star with Bob Hope and
Bing Crosby in the wildly popular
Road to… movies). According to the
book The Paramount Story, “‘The
Jungle Princess’ was a huge success
and was a whopping money maker
for the studio.” Mala also starred
as himself in Republic Pictures’
Robinson Crusoe of Clipper Island
(1936) which was one of the first serials
the studio made. Mala co-starred
with Herman Brix in Republic’s Hawk
o f the Wilderness (1938) which many
consider one of the top 10 best serials ever
made. Other notable films included Green
Hell (1940) starring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Flash Gordon Conquers the Universe (1940),
Cecil B. DeMille’s Union Pacific (1939), Son
of Fury (1942) starring Tyrone Power, The
Tuttles of Tahiti (1942) starring Academy
Award-winner Charles Laughton, and many
other films of Hollywood’s golden era.
Ray Mala also spent a considerable
amount of time behind the camera as a
cinematographer. He worked with Academy
Award winner Joseph LaShelle on many
pictures including the Oscar-winning Laura
(1944) starring Gene Tierney, Les Misérables
(1952) which was directed by Academy
Award winner Lewis Milestone, and many
other films. One vintage photograph shows
Mala working on location in Santa Rosa as a
cameraman on Alfred Hitchcock’s Shadow of
a Doubt (1943). Other films include Meet Me
After the Show (1951) starring Betty Grable,
The Fan (1949), and many more. Mala was
also very close to director Henry Koster and
worked as a cinematographer on several of
his pictures with Joseph LaShelle. Mala was
widely respected as a cameraman, and he
worked with many great actors and directors
in Hollywood.
The Los Angeles Times, June 2, 1937,
announced, “Into his Hollywood igloo Mala,
Eskimo film actor, took as his bride yesterday
Galina
Kropotkin,
Russian
Princess,
sometimes known as Galina Liss.” Mala and
Galina had a very happy personal life together.
They counted such luminaries as Johnny
Weissmuller, Bob Hope, and Stan Laurel as
personal friends. They had one son whom
they named Ted Mala. Ted Mala grew up to
become the first male Alaska Native doctor,
and Dr. Mala served as the first Alaska Native
Commissioner of Health and Social Services

Ray Wise Mala continued on page 31
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Remembering Joee
mentor, friend & great dog man
by Jake Witkop
photos courtesy of Pam Redington

J

oee Redington, Jr. passed away on August 14th, 2017. His
father’s involvement in creating the largest sled dog race in the
world, the Iditarod, cemented he and his family in the heart of
mushing history. Though, that gives little insight to Joee, as he forged
his own reputation as one of the best breeders and trainers in the sport
of mushing. He held an impressive race record, developed arguably the
best line of sprint Alaskan huskies, and lived a lifestyle that revolved
around dogs as a homesteader in Alaska. He is truly an icon in the
mushing world.
Joee started his peak in open-class racing when he won the Fur
Rondy in 1966. He and his kennel of sprint Alaskans had several
podium finishes that are as recent as this past winter, over 50 years
after his first big win. Many of you know, from our “SuperDogs” in
Issue #175, that Roxy Wright ran Pale, a female leader Joee trained, in
lead for 4 of the 6 heats of her wins in both the Fur Rondy and North
American in 2017. She wasn’t the only dog from Joee’s yard in Roxy's
team and Roxy wasn’t the only musher running his dogs - there were
several other top finishing teams fielding dogs who were owned-andtrained or bred-and-raised by Joee.
From the old days of utilitarian mushing to the sprint racing of
today, Joee and his breed of Alaskans progressed every step along
the way. It was extremely fun to watch him take up free running and
loose work as he poured himself into leader training with his last large
group of puppies, who are just turning now 3, and some of whom
became world champions. Joee was never afraid to embrace change, if
he thought it was what was best for his dogs.
I remember running these dogs as 8-month-olds with him, and
prior to the run, he would reach his hand into a bag and grab out a
clothespin with a dog’s name on it. The first two dogs he grabbed were
his leaders and then he would go down the positions, until it was time
to make a second and a third team. When we went outside to hook
them up, he and his wife Pam operated like a well-oiled machine–
one dog would be let loose and hooked right into the team. (If you are
wondering, yes, Pale was in that group of 8-month-olds.) I admired
not only his numerous leader options, but his willingness to try new
methods and maintain the passion he did for our sport for his entire
life.
His breed was resilient–one of the few competitive sprint lines that
had enough coat to live in the cold of interior Alaska. His breed was
fast, typey (similar conformation), strong-headed, and had incredible
endurance. This is why many dogs he bred ran in many podium teams
in the North American for the last 3 years and his bloodlines have
been successful in nearly every other realm in the sport, from longdistance to limited class.
While his list of accomplishments are long and notable, Joee spent
his last few years mentoring many up-and-comers in the sport. He
would answer questions about training habits, feed, etc. His shared

Remembering Joee continued next page
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Joee running his second and final Iditarod in 1975. While he spent most of his life running open class sprint races in Alaska, Joee raced
in many places and many other formats as well. He traveled across Canada and the Lower-48 to compete in races. He is still the highest
placing Redington in the Iditarod, which is quite the accomplishment in a family of talented mushers. (He finished 3rd in 1975, only 3
years after the inception of the race.) Joee said that a storm blew in on the coast and he waited for his father to arrive safely, and may
very well may have been the first under the burled arch in Nome if he'd carried on.
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A lifestyle for the dogs

Joee bonding with pups. Joee and Pam raised 3 litters in
2014 that went on to run for many top finishing-kennels. Of note,
the black puppy on the bottom of the picture is Shade, who ran
in Roxy Wright's 2017 champion Fur Rondy and ONAC teams.

Remembering Joee continued from prev page
stories of related experiences were invaluable
because after 65+ years of being in the dog
business, he had seen a lot.
When I was racing limited class, I’d call him
after every race. Even though I knew the day’s
standings, he never let a bad race or good race
go unnoticed. I very much appreciated his
honesty–it is rare in today’s world, and was a
good barometer for understanding where my
dog team stood.
This past March, Joee invited a few friends
out to volunteer at the Iditarod checkpoint of
Manley Hot Springs, Joee’s hometown. Joee
and Pam had a great crew, and the checkpoint
was filled with a warm welcome of food and
friendly faces, a stark contrast to the -50°F
night the mushers endured before arriving
to Manley. While it was interesting to see the
logistics side of Iditarod (hats off to them for
managing this challenge), it was fun seeing
“the best of the best”, as Joee would say, come
in and out of the checkpoint. I will forever
18 july/august
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be thankful for this opportunity he shared
with me. It was only fitting that Manley Hot
Springs was chosen by the mushers as the
“checkpoint of the year” in the 2017 Iditarod.
When Joee and Pam organized anything, they
did it right. His pride in his work extended
into his dogs and the teams they ran on, his
wife, kids and grandkids, good friends, and
his lifestyle.
Some of the last conversations I had with
Joee were about fishing, boats and the rivers,
hunting, etc. While we did spend much of our
conversations talking about dogs, he had a
great respect for the outdoors that was rooted
in his homestead youth where picking berries,
hunting and fishing for his dogs and himself,
running dogs, was the way of life and he kept
at it his entire life. Those who live like this
know it isn’t an easy life, or very profitable,
but sure is rewarding. Joee took great pride in
this, and had many stories to share.
I’m really going to miss walking in his door,
taking my shoes off, and peering around the

corner of the hallway to find him seated at
the head of his kitchen table, wearing a big
smile. This smile not only welcomed me
into his home, but it also foreshadowed the
ensuing ball-busting he was going to deliver.
It wouldn’t be long until we were swallowed
with laughter, deep down the rabbit hole of
talking dogs, the old days, mushing gossip, or
his incredibly satisfying lifelong adventures
as a homesteader and competitive musher. He
often joked that I needed to “throw my necktie” in the woods because he knew how much
I loved his stories and his lifestyle.
Joee was a good man, an honest man, a man
who will be missed by many, especially his
dogs. A good friend to many and a figurehead
in the sport, Joee’s legacy will live on in the
record books and in the winner’s circle of any
format of racing. For me, Joee will live on as
an inspiration of how I want to live my life.
Please enjoy the incredible photos and stories
that Pam Redington shared with us. •
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At the fishwheel
Joee at fish camp in early fall in
the 1990s with a fish box full of
salmon. When fishing, most of
the salmon was for the dogs,
but Joee would select higher
quality fish for himself and his
family.

Turning fish out to dry
Joee turning fish in order to better dry them. By
turning the salmon, fly eggs would dry out and
mold couldn’t grow, which helped ensure the
supply through the winter and summer months.
Joee and Pam would put up around 2,500 salmon
for the dogs and they would often feed it during
the summer months as well.

A grizzly comes to fish camp
Joee shot a grizzly at good friend Linda
Johnson’s fish camp on the Yukon
River. They had already taken a load of
fish back to Manley and, upon return,
noticed evidence of bear activity in
camp. They waited awake that night in
their tent expecting the grizzly’s return.
mushing magazine
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Early years on the homestead
James Wesley Redington and his grandchildren in front of his
home. Knik, AK 1949. Joee and his siblings with their grandfather (Joe Sr.’s
father), James Wesley Redington, in front of James’ cabin in Knik. Joee was
only 5 when he first arrived in Alaska in 1948 from Oklahoma.

Joee with moose calf.
Joee came to Alaska in 1948 at the age of five; apparently
he made friends with more than his siblings.

Flathorn Lake Family photo.
Joee’s family lived in 3 big army
tents at Flathorn Lake, off the
Susitna River, from 1952 until 1966.
When the boys were younger, they
all had 10’ skiffs they would use to
set nets on Flat Horn Lake to catch
suckers, whitefish, and burbot
for dog food. At the age of 14,
Joee began running a small crew
of fishermen on Cook Inlet and
would regularly cross Cook Inlet to
Anchorage with his wooden dory
by himself.

Friends with all kinds of pups.
Joee and his siblings had all sorts of pets
growing up including seal pups.
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Joe Sr.’s fish camp
Joee at 10 years old fishing in Cook Inlet
with Joe Sr.. Joe Sr. always said fishing was a
gamble, hence the dice painted on the side of
the camp.

Beluga hunting
Joee at age 16 or 17 with Bill Anorock. They
had a camp off one of the islands of the Susitna
River and would harvest belugas to sell to the
original Pop Carrs in Anchorage for resale to
the folks of Anchorage. Carrs is now one of the
largest grocery chains in Alaska.
mushing magazine
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In the Army & off to the races
1965 in the Army with Sergeant Vanhouten and Larry
Gibson. Joee (left) was in the “Biathlon Unit” and ran dogs for
the US Army. The idea of the unit was for good PR and community
relations with resident Alaskans. Also, the unit was used for
“Arctic Reconnaissance”. The US Air Force also had a dog team.
Since Joee was drafted and active duty all-year round, the
“Biathlon Unit” dog team was the first dog team to train in the
summer months. They would train 10 or 12 dog teams on small
foreign car chassis with not much more than a seat, steering
column and brakes.
For good PR Joee was tasked to bring Santa Claus by sled
and dog team by the school on Fort Richardson for the school
children. Joee instructed Santa not to say a word because the
dogs were feeling good and amped to go, but Santa couldn’t
help but bellow out, “Ho ho ho!” as they were passing the school
children. Well, the dogs took off like a rocket and Joee flipped the
sled to slow the team and kicked Santa out to ensure his safety.
Santa rolled down the road followed by a trail of gifts. As the
story goes, I guess the kids got a kick out of Santa’s misfortunes.

Joee and Pam with dog truck.
Photo by Ward Wells photography
Joee and Pam with their dog truck in Anchorage
for a sponsor photoshoot with Cordova Smith.
Cordova Smith ended up merging into what is
now Alaska Airlines.

Doc Lombard, Keith
Bryar, Sr. and Joee at
the 1968 Fur Rondy.
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Joee and Banjo in the early 1990s.
Banjo was one of Joee’s favorite leaders. She led his team
for a number of years.

Racing Rondy in the 1980s.
Joee was a regular at the Rondy and raced it for over
30 years.

Pam and Joee, 1979
Photo by Curt Madison
Joee and Pam in Manley, two years
after moving to Manley Hot Springs.
Racing the Open North American in 2005.
Photo by Magali Phillip
Joee placed 3rd on a podium including Eric Lanser and Egil Ellis.

opposite
1974 Iditarod
Photo by Richard Burmeister
Joee and his brother Rayme at the
finish of the 1974 Iditarod, his first
Iditarod. Rayme came in 9th, Joee in
11th and Joe Sr. in 13th. Joee is one of
few mushers to run the entire original
race course from Anchorage to Nome.
The race route was shortened in 1975
and a few more times in later years.
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1966 Fur Rondy Champion
Joee running down the famous 4th Avenue en
route to his 1966 Fur Rondy victory. He wasn’t
allowed to accept purse winnings, as he was
running for the US Army.
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Corn in sled
dog diets:
Toxic filler or harmless ingredient?
by Lindsay VanSomeren

M

ost mushers I know are a bit hypocritical. While we won’t think twice about
chowing down on brownies, burgers, or other fast-food on the trail or at home,
we’ll obsess and fret endlessly over what we feed our dogs.
The stakes are huge. Just like how car races can be won or lost by the precision burning of
nitrous oxide, dogsled races can be won or lost by the quality of the fuel we provide our dogs.
That’s where corn comes in. Corn is super cheap and found in most canine diets. If you
want to avoid corn, be prepared to shell out the big bucks, which may limit other investments
you choose to make in your team. But is it really the boogeyman we’ve heard it to be?
I decided to ask two experts to settle this debate once and for all. Linda Case is a nationallyrenowned canine nutritionist and the author of multiple books, including Dog Food Logic:
Making Smart Decisions for Your Dog in an Age of Too Many Choices. Dr. Joe Wakshlag is a
canine sport nutrition expert at Cornell University and is an active sled dog researcher.

Why is corn added to dog food?
Is corn really just a filler?

LC:

It is included in extruded foods
primarily for calories — as a
source of digestible carbohydrate. The word
“filler” is problematic because it implies
that an ingredient contributes nothing to
the food and this is not true of corn or any
other ingredient for that matter. (Corn may
not be a highly desirable ingredient, but
I personally do not use the term “filler”
because it is pejorative and has no universal
meaning — it is applied to all types of
ingredients that someone has decided should
not be in a food).
Commercial dry foods need
to have some component of
carbohydrate to allow the extrusion process
[i.e., when the dog food pellets are being
pushed through a die] to go smoothly with
good form and function of the kibble. The use
of corn is an inexpensive highly digestible
way to achieve this.
It is not filler — it is actually one of the more
nutritious grains available. Unfortunately it
has been bastardized by marketers so we end
up with higher end products that use barley,
sorghum, oats and tubers. Many of these
are actually inferior to rice and corn due to
the soluble fiber in them that causes colon

illustration: iStock / Homunkulus28

JW:
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problems in hard working, hard keepers,
which leads to softer stool. I wish more
companies would stick with rice and corn for
performance feeds.

Can dogs get nutrients from corn,
and if so, how much are they
getting of what nutrients?

LC:

Yes. Extruded, ground corn is
highly digestible to dogs. It
provides calories, some fat and essential
fatty acids (primarily linoleic acid), a small
amount of protein and vitamins/minerals.
Carbohydrates,
protein,
phosphorus, trace minerals
and some vitamins.

JW:

Aside from the cheap price tag,
are there any other reasons
that dog food manufacturers
add corn to dog diets?

LC:

Corn is a highly available and
very inexpensive ingredient for
pet foods (and for processed human foods,
for that matter). While there is nothing
inherently wrong with corn in and of itself,
it can act as the “canary in the mine” if you
will for owners who are trying to distinguish
between high and low quality commercial
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foods.
If a food contains corn as a primary
ingredient, the food is going to usually very
low in price point and so will also include
protein meals that are of lower quality.
Because manufacturers are not currently
required to provide any type of food quality
information to their consumers, dog owners
have very little information that is available
to them to help to differentiate high vs. low
quality dog foods.
Animal protein meals and by-product
meals vary enormously in their quality
(digestibility, amino acid availability, amount
of damaged protein that they contain), but
consumers have no way to discern these
quality differences, other than by looking
at the inclusion of other ingredients that we
know are inexpensive (corn and plant protein
meals), by price point of the entire product,
and using the reputation of the manufacturer.
Yes. [Corn is] a lower fiber
carbohydrate
source
for
performance foods.

JW:

How does corn affect highperformance athletes
like sled dogs?

LC:

Corn, like any other digestible
carbohydrate
source
(rice,
potatoes, etc.) will provide calories. However,
the caloric density of digestible carbohydrate
is about half of that provided by fat. Hard
working dogs do best when fed a high fat,
moderately high protein diet that is limited in
digestible carbohydrates. Metabolically, they
work best on this type of diet rather than
when fed a high carbohydrate diet (which
would be a high corn diet).
It provides a highly digestible
base for carbohydrates and
some protein. Corn gluten is actually highly
digestible and a good way to augment
protein in a diet so long as the base is primarily
meat. There are no downsides to corn unless

JW:

your dog is allergic, which is relatively rare.
Unless feeding endurance dogs in late season,
then feeding most canine athletes a food with
30% protein, 40% fat and 30% carb as energy
is a good way to go with or without corn as
that carb base.

done in most cases. Unfortunately Blue
Buffalo and the marketers have won this
battle and have made corn a bad word. It’s sad
to see such a readily affordable source of carb
go to the wayside due to myth rather than any
reality.

What would be the difference
between feeding a sled dog a
high-corn meal versus
a corn-free meal?

Overall:

LC:

As stated previously, it is the
digestible carbohydrate that
is the issue, not corn itself. If you simply
substituted rice or potatoes for corn in the
same nutrient matrix, this would not help.
Canine athletes do best when fed a low carb
diet that is high in fat and protein.
Probably [no difference] since
the corn will be replaced in the
formulation with another grain or tuber to
provide the needed carbohydrate calories.

JW:

Should sled dog racers be leery
of corn in dog food - yes, or no?

LC:
JW:

I think I answered this with the
information reported in earlier

answers.

No–
not
unless
there
is
a
problem
with
a
specific dog in the kennel. It gets the job

So, is corn in sled dog diets bad? Not quite.
But, that still doesn’t mean that you should go
loading up on that cheap warehouse dog food
meant for couch-potato pet dogs.
Hard-working sled dogs need quality,
high-fat, low-carbohydrate diets. Whether or
not corn is added as that low-carbohydrate
fraction seems to make no difference, as long
as it stays that way — as a low fraction of the
total diet.
Of course, as Case points out, corn can
sometimes be used as a barometer for the
quality of the rest of the fat and protein in the
food. That’s something that can be hard to
assess just by looking at the label. But, this is
perhaps the only case to be made for actively
avoiding corn-containing diets. If you know
that the dog food manufacturer uses quality
fats and proteins, there’s likely nothing to
worry about. But the corn itself? It seems
we’ve made it out to be more of a demon than
it actually is. •
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So you want to breed your own
winning sled dog team?

Part 2: Inbreeding and Outcrossing
I
by Jeff Conn

n the first article in this series I stressed the importance of having
a clear understanding of your mushing goals and determining
whether the prospective parents of your planned litter are capable
of running in the team that will help you reach your goals. For racers
this means only breeding dogs that have finished in top teams in
your chosen mushing venue. Also stressed in the first article was the
importance of knowing the dog characteristics that are important
for winning your races. Then you can determine the strengths and
weakness of prospective breeding dog and chose a parent that is
strong for any weak characteristics in your kennel. For example, if
your dogs feet are not quite as resistant to fissures as you would like,
you could make sure that you breed to a top dog from your mushing
event that has bomb-proof feet.
Also discussed in the first article was the importance of having
a five-generation pedigree for each prospective parent. It is only
when you have this information that you can determine whether a
prospective breeding would result in inbred or outcrossed offspring.

Genetics basics
To understand why inbreeding and outbreeding are important
breeding tools it is important to review some basic genetic principles.
The original objective for the science of genetics was to determine
how traits are inherited. The prediction of how traits are inherited
was pioneered by Gregor Mendel who studied the inheritance of
seven discrete characteristics in peas that he found to be inherited
in predictable ways. The later painstaking work of scientists who
studied the behavior of chromosomes during sex cell production
and biochemists that discovered DNA and its relationship to protein
synthesis led to the discovery that that trait inheritance is coded in
the DNA at discrete sites on the chromosomes. How those genes are
passed down is the genetic basis of inheritance.
We now know that traits in dogs are inherited through the DNA
contained in the 38 autosomal and one of two sex chromosomes in each
sperm and egg. The 76 autosomes in all canine cells except the sperm
or eggs consist of two pairs of chromosomes. These chromosome pairs
contain genes (alleles) that may or may not be identical. If the gene
pairs were identical then the dog would be homozygous for that gene.
If the gene pairs are different then the dog is heterozygous for that
gene.
The term dominance in genetics refers to the differences in strengths
of physical expression of one gene over another. Complete dominance
occurs when having a particular gene produces a particular trait no
matter what the gene contributed by the other parent is. The gene that
seems to predominate over the other is called the dominant gene. Its
presence results in the dominant trait whether or not it exists in a
heterozygous or homozygous state. It is only when the recessive gene
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was contributed by both parents and is homozygous that the recessive
trait will be expressed. With incomplete dominance a different
trait expression occurs when the genes are heterozygous than when
homozygous. Many canine genetic diseases occur when offspring
are homozygous for the recessive gene. Examples are Alaska Husky
Encephalopathy and progressive retinal atrophy. Some traits such as
size, speed, and coat color are governed by the pattern of inheritance
of a multitude of alleles and are known as polygenic traits.
Whether a dog is homozygous for a particular gene is important
to dog breeding for two reasons. First, having homozygous genes
may produce a different trait than a dog that is heterozygous for
a particular allele. Second, during the process of sperm and egg
production (meiosis) the autosomes pair up and split apart into two
cells. If the dog is homozygous for a particular gene, then it will likely
transmit the same gene to all egg or sperm cells.

Inbreeding
Inbreeding is the mating of individuals that share common ancestry
and is a useful breeding tool for preserving desirable characteristics
and for the elimination of undesirable traits.
Line breeding is a form of inbreeding that involves selection of
mates on the basis of their relationships to a certain superior ancestor.
Closely related individuals have many of the same genes and express
trait similarities. By breeding related individuals that share desired
characteristics and then selecting offspring for further breeding with
those same characteristics it is possible to produce a line of dogs that
are uniform for the desired traits. Over successive breeding cycles, the
breeding population will become homozygous for more genes. Using
a small number of similar parents and very selective breeding for
specific desired physical traits has created most dog breeds.
Early sprint mushers used inbreeding to create distinctive lines
that initially were not available for others to breed. Gareth Wright
produced a line of blue-eyed, reddish sled dogs he called the Aurora
Husky. The Wescotts had a distinct line of blue-eyed, blazed-face
sled dogs. More recent mushers that have employed linebreeding in
their kennels include Sandy and Ross Saunderson, Terry and Buddy
Streeper, Rick Swensen, Martin Buser, Doug Swingley, Jeff King and
Mitch Seavey. The dogs from these kennels often have a distinct look.
Through its increase in the number of genes that are homozygous,
inbreeding can lead to the creation of prepotent breeding animals that
seem to throw pups that look and perform like them, no matter who
the other parent is.
One consequence of inbreeding and the increasing genetic
homozygosity is that recessive deleterious genes that were lurking
but were not expressed due to heterozygosity have a higher likelihood
of being expressed. It can be very disheartening to have puppies
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that are affected by a genetic disease that
was caused by chance occurence of getting
the two recessive genes that the breeder
was unaware of. However the disease
expression can potentially allow the breeder
to eliminate the genetic issue by determining
through pedigree analysis which ancestors
contributed the recessive genes and by
eliminating breedings that have those
ancestors in the background. There are
over 150 known inherited genetic defects in
dogs
(http://discoveryspace.upei.ca/cidd/
disorder/overview). There are now DNA
tests that allow breeders to test prospective
parents for several canine inherited genetic
diseases common in Alaska huskies including
AHE and progressive retinal cone disease
(University of California, Davis).
An increase of homozygosity with
inbreeding with resulting of exposure of
deleterious recessive traits can lead to a
phenomenon known as inbreeding depression.
Animal breeders and geneticists have found
that as the coefficient of inbreeding increased
that declines were found in litter sizes in pigs
and mice, milk production in cows, chicken
egg production, and body weight in pigs,
sheep and mice (Falconer, 1976).

Inbreeding within a small population can
reduce genetic diversity due to increasing
homozygosity and the use of a small pool of
parents. Lack of genetic diversity is a possible
problem in English bulldogs (Petersen et
al. 2016) and other rare dog breeds because
the lack of diversity will make it difficult to
find dogs within the breeds that can be used
in matings to improve health and correct
simple recessive deleterious traits. Lack of
genetic diversity in Alaska huskies as a whole
does not appear to be a problem, however.
Huson et al. (2010) studied the degree of
homozygosity of Alaska huskies compared to
several pure breeds and found that purebreds
on average had five times the homozygosity
of Alaska Huskies. Lack of genetic diversity
could be a problem in certain Siberian
husky strains, however. Bragg (http://www.
seppalakennels.com/articles/populationgenetics-in-practice.htm) has outlined the
problems of continuing and improving the
closed Sepalla line of Siberian Huskies with
a relatively small founding population and
limited breeding choices. He suggests the use
of assortative matings and outcrosses rather
than inbreeding to preserve genetic diversity.
To determine the amount of inbreeding

No matter what you do for
breeding remember that the
puppies represent genetic
potential and it is up to you
to make them winners.
in a dog or in the pups from a prospective
breeding it is useful to calculate the
coefficient of inbreeding (F). The first step
is to identify ancestors that each parent
has in common with the other parent. The
number of ancestors between one parent to
the common ancestor and then to the other
parent is determined for each common
ancestor. The inbreeding coefficient (F) for
each path is F = ½(x+1) where x is the number
of ancestor steps between one parent to the
common ancestor and back to the other
parent. The total inbreeding in the pedigree
is the sum of the inbreeding coefficients
for all of the common ancestor paths in
the pedigree (Falconer 1976). There are
computer programs that calculate inbreeding
coefficients from pedigree information. An
inbreeding coefficient of zero means that
there were no common ancestors in the

Breed Your Own continued on page 31
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tips & tricks

DIY: Keep your team straight!
(with a baking pan and a few magnets)

x

by Jake Witkop

A

t both open class kennels I have worked for, discussion
between the driver and the team is usually spent around
the board, as much thought goes into the position of each
dog for that training run or race. Boards are great for visualizing
your team and ensuring you are accomplishing your training
objectives. Luckily they are easy to make!
All you need is:
• a pair of scissors
• a magnetic sheet (can be purchased at craft store, big box
store, or online retailer)
• a permanent marker
• a cookie sheet
Use scissors to cut magnetic sheet into pieces, and write your
dogs’ names on them. When finished, make sure to arrange them
on your cookie sheet in time for your next run.
I have seen mushers decide to make up the team board right
after their last run, as it is still fresh in their mind, while others make
them up just before the next day’s run. Also, you can flip names
upside-down to indicate a special concern with that particular
dog (e.g. in heat, needs booties, etc.).

Got a Tip or a Trick you'd like to share?

Have an innovation that can help other mushers? We would love to hear about it!
Send your photos, instructions, required materials and tools, etc. by mail, email, or
message us on Facebook.

mushing.com

subscribe
& renew
securely online
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The Sled Dog
In Art

x
“Born To Run”

by

Veryl Goodnight
Oil Paintings
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Breed Your Own continued from page 29
pedigree whereas an inbreeding coefficient
close to 1 could only be achieved through
many generations of very close breeding.
Father-daughter, mother-son and full sibling
breedings are the closest breedings possible
for dogs and have inbreeding coefficients of
0.25.

Outcrossing
With inbreeding or linebreeding being
such a powerful tool for concentrating desired
traits and eliminating undesired ones, then
why do breeders outcross? First, one may
wish to breed in a trait that is not present
in the current breeding population. Second,
crosses between less related inbred lines can
often result in hybrid vigor and increased
genetic diversity. Both plant and animal
breeders have long known that hybrids are
more vigorous, grow faster and have fewer
genetic diseases than the inbred lines they
derive from.
Some of the best sleddogs ever produced
were the result of crossing inbred lines.
Harvey Drake’s leader Demon resulted from
a cross between his dog Junior (a Wescott/
Losonsky inbred) and Star (a linebred Aurora
Husky). George Attla produced a number of
star sled dogs breeding Scotty, a Koyukuk
River husky to several of Gareth Wright’s
dogs. Jeff King and Jake Berkowitz had great
success breeding Jeff’s inbred Yuksi line to
Solomon, a linebred dog produced by Jon

Ray Wise Mala continued from page 15
on Governor Walter J. Hickel’s cabinet (1990–
1993).
In 1952, Ray Mala reappeared in front of
the camera to star in Red Snow opposite Guy
Madison, in a patriotic spy drama typical of
the postwar period in America. According to
the American Film Institute, Red Snow was
the first film to deal with the cold war and
the atomic bomb, and portrayed the intrepid
Eskimo Territorial Guard organized by
Colonel “Muktuk” Marston.
Shortly after the release of Red Snow, after
working in Hollywood for almost 30 years,
Ray Wise Mala succumbed to a weak heart
at the age of forty-four. He remains the most
prolific film star Alaska has ever produced.
In 2009, for the state’s 50th anniversary,
Time Magazine named Ray Mala one of the
Top Ten Alaskans, along with Senator Ted

Little with Dave Sheer’s bloodlines. Egil Ellis’
initial super dogs were a result of breeding
a linebred German shorthair to an Alaska
husky.
It is important to realize that not all
outcrosses produce super dogs. Some lines
produce hybrid dogs superior to both lines
but crosses from other lines may be no better
or worse than the parents. Plant and animal
breeders make test crosses between lines
to determine which lines produce the most
hybrid vigor when crossed (Falconer, 1976).
Pedigree books, online pedigree databases,
and Mushing Magazine’s "SuperDogs" are
good places to look for clues as to what sled
dog lines are crossing well.

Putting it All Together
Now that you have your goals identified,
have your own dog, or purchased or leased
a dog of proven ability with the traits you
need, your next step should be to study the
dogs pedigree and determine if it is inbred
or an outcross (no common ancestors closer
than great-great grandparents). If the dog in
inbred it is possible to go in several directions.
If the inbreeding has been continued for 2
generations or more it may be time to consider
an outcross, especially if the line could be
improved in some way. Ideally it would be
good to find a proven dog to breed to from
another line known to cross well with your
line that has the qualities you are looking to
add. In future breedings the hybrid offspring
from this breeding could be backcrossed into

Stevens, the legendary musher Leonhard
Seppala, and the singer Jewel. In 2011 author
Lael Morgan’s book, Eskimo Star: From the
Tundra to Tinseltown, the Ray Mala Story,
was published by Epicenter Press. Extensive
filmography about Ray Wise Mala can also
be found in the 1995 book, Freeze Frame:
Alaska Eskimos in the Movies, by Ann
Fineup-Riordan (University of Washington
Press).
Alaskan author Helen Hegener has
been writing about mushing history since
2007. Her many books include Alaskan
Sled Dog Tales, The First Iditarod, Alaskan
Roadhouses, and her latest book, The Alaska
Railroad: 1902-1923. For information see
her web site, Northern Light Media. www.
northernlightmedia.com
Pathe News footage filmed by Ray Mala
in 1925:

the line to incorporate trait improvements
from the other line. Alternatively, instead of
outcrossing you could continue linebreeding
by picking a related dog to breed that has
traits that could help improve the line.
If after reviewing the common ancestors
you find that the dog you want to breed is
an outcross you could consider breeding
it to another top dog that shares ancestors
within the first three generations. In this
case you would be linebreeding and starting
to create a line of dogs similar to the parents.
Alternatively, you could choose to stay with
an outcross and breed to a top dog with the
qualities you would like to see in the puppies.
No matter what you do for breeding
remember that the puppies represent genetic
potential and it is up to you to make them
winners.•
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Tether the Dog?
by John Schandelmeier

M

y wife and I own and operate a sled dog rescue kennel in
the Interior Alaska. Our kennel takes in unwanted sled
dogs from a variety of sources. Some dogs come from
animal shelters and others are strays brought in by folks who have
homeless dogs wander into their yards. We also take in unwanted
dogs from dog mushers. These are dogs that may be inclined to fight
or bite or they may not pull. We get animals in that do not fit the kennel
owners’ idea of what a sled dog should look like, or they may just be too
slow. The common thread is only that no one wants them.
We term these dogs “rescues”, but reality is that we rescue them
from nothing. If you are a dog, any home is a good home. Dogs love
unconditionally, no matter their treatment. An old joke comes
immediately to mind. “Lock your wife and your dog in the trunk of
your car and drive around the city for an hour. Open the trunk and see
which one kisses you.”
That said, treatment of working dogs, or any dog for that matter,
must always maintain one basic premise; the care given must be in
the best interests of the animal. That seems like a no-brainer. Or is
it? The pet owner with a Yorkie who leaves the dog home alone in a
kennel while they are at work is not serving the best interests of the
dog. The little Yorkshire may get a 15 minute walk when the owner
returns home, but is that really enough? Dogs see through their noses.
They need time and space to get that extraordinary sense working.
Our Yorkie retrieves grouse. Some folks may find this distasteful
-- but the dog loves it and is crazy for the opportunity. Labrador
retrievers, the most popular dog in the U.S., need room to roam and
something to retrieve or carry in their mouths. Keeping a Lab indoors
and taking them for a leash walk once a day does not meet this active
breeds’ needs. Dog owners, whether they have one dog or fifty need to
think “dog” first.
I have worked with dogs for fifty-five years. I have trained German
Shepherds, Labradors, Doberman Pinschers and various mutts. I have
owned and run working harness dogs for thirty-five of those years.
The recent adverse publicity that the sled dog industry is receiving
motivates me to present another viewpoint. As one who has played
an active role in the sled dog racing community for many years, I will
concur that all is not roses.
Anyone who keeps numbers of dogs, whether they be harness dogs,
hunting dogs or operate a shelter is aware of the challenges inherent
to a large kennel. We can spend our time discussing various feeding
and watering regimens. We can talk of the best exercise schedules and
of the amount of caregiver interaction time. However, none of these
things take up the majority of the kept dogs’ day. Reality is that most
dogs spend a vast amount of time on their own dime.
Dogs are social creatures. A large number of solitary dogs will
undoubtedly become socially inept within the dog community.
Some fight when meeting other dogs. Others cower and urinate in
submission. A few animals react to the unfamiliar by fear biting. The
ability to integrate into canine and human society are both genetic and
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learned traits. The portion of the canine brain that recognizes outside
contact, besides the mother, begins development at approximately
three weeks of age. This is the time when human contact is the most
important. Pups that have a genetic inclination toward shyness can
have some of that overcome by early handling. Puppies learn many of
the social graces when they are with their littermates. Unfortunately,
many pet dogs are taken from their canine families in the 8-week age
range. My experience leads me to believe that dogs get most of their
communal skills between 8 and 12 weeks of age.
However, adult dogs can learn how to be successful in the meetand-greet game also. Pack mentality is built into the canine psyche.
Somewhere in that intelligent head lies the ability to fit with the group.
Much has been written about the cruelty of keeping dogs on tethers.
I would be one of the first to admit that tethering can be a poor choice
if done improperly. On the other hand, in only a very few instances is a
chain link kennel anything other than a jail cell. Whoa! I can hear the
uproar! Let’s recall what I suggested in the beginning of this opinion:
“the best interests of the dog.”
A dog in a kennel cannot interact with his or her neighbors. There
is only conscripted play time. Someone comes in with feed and water.
The kennel is cleaned. There is no dirt to dig holes. The scent-oriented
canine has only overpowering dog odors. There is little chance to catch
a whiff of the robin or magpie that feeds near the yard. Kennel #21 has
no opportunity to sniff, see or interact with the animal in kennel #3.
Playtime for the kenneled dog is limited to a communal play yard
for a very small part of the day. Interaction with humans is relatively
minimal; by necessity. Compute the amount of time it takes to walk
a dog or take him to the play yard. Think of spending ten minutes
with each of 40 dogs and tell me how much of the day is left over. Ten
minutes. Less than one percent of the dog day.
Some will tell you that the best option is to let dogs free run in a
larger kennel with a few other dogs. This will work some of the time.
To make this scenario work successfully all of the time, the owner or
caregiver needs to oversee the activity constantly, or at least be close
enough to monitor any potential aggression.
Our kennel rehabs and rehomes between twenty and thirty dogs
annually. Over the course of the last decade, three of our adoptions
that went to communal kennel environments have been killed in
dog fights. In each instance the fight occurred in a group of spayed
or neutered animals that had spent more than six months together.
Presently we have only one dog with an adopter in a community pen.
The dog is a female in company with three other females, of which she
is the youngest.
On the other hand; our adoptees tethered with a minimum seven
foot chain, that allows them to touch, but not tangle, have had no
issues related to fighting. Dogs tethered properly quickly gain needed
social skills. They can interact with their neighbors, dig holes and sniff
the wind. Interaction with caregivers is greatly enhanced.
One may not have the time to take every dog off of the tie-out, but
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likely has the opportunity to pass through
the yard multiple times each day enroute
to various yard projects. It is amazing how
working around the edge of a dog yard with
something as basic as a weed cutter entertains
and conditions dogs. This type of interaction
also allows animals to become at ease with
different scenarios and situations that are not
inherently within their comfort zone.
The ability to accept the previously
unknown translates into confidence. Fearbiting and aggression when facing the

It Takes a Great Team
to Win These Races:

2006, 2015, 2016 Iditarod • WIN
2006 Kusko 300 • WIN
2005 Kobuk 440 • WIN
2006, 2007 Diavik 150 Yellowknife • WIN
2005, 2007 Wyoming Stage Stop • WIN
2006 Limited North American • WIN
2006 Black Gold Run • WIN
and more...

It was an interesting study for our kennel when we put in a
large, fenced play yard. The dogs taken off of their tie-outs
and moved to the yard spent all of their time sitting by the
fence looking at the rest of the yard and did not play at all,
no matter the mix of dogs.
unfamiliar are minimalized. Cowering
to strange dogs and new people mostly
disappears. These advantages of tethering
are quite clear.
But--- as previously suggested, all is not
rosy with the tethered dog either. Tie-outs
that are too short and collars that are not
checked constantly for abrasion are an issue.
Tethered animals that are not moved to visit
with others in the yard can be problematic
and result in future issues. Heat pens are a
must–an occasional loose dog is inevitable.
There are several basic simple tricks
that contribute to making a happy dog. In a
tethered yard, it is okay to fasten water cans
to the dog house. Keep your food dishes loose.
They are community property once emptied.
Don’t feed where dishes can lead to an
argument. Immediately move uneaten food.
Allow your dog to dig holes. Sure, you don’t
like to step in them, but your canine likes to
see what is actually down there. Plus they like
to sleep in the cooler dirt on hot days. Move
dogs around so they get to visit with others.
Personally, I prefer to put yearlings who
like to play by older dogs who can benefit
from the stimulus. In the cool of evenings it is
common in a yard full of dogs to see them all
going in circles playing with their neighbors.
It was an interesting study for our kennel
when we put in a large, fenced play yard. The
dogs taken off of their tie-outs and moved to
the yard spent all of their time sitting by the
fence looking at the rest of the yard and did
not play at all, no matter the mix of dogs.
The truly telling factor in kenneling versus

Caribou Creek Gold...
At every distance, during all life
stages, nutritionally
supporting great dogs.

tethering is indicated by the reaction of dogs
let loose around the yard. Virtually every dog
let off of their tether remains in and around
the yard. Some come to the house, some live
along the outskirts of the dog yard, most
find an empty dog house and use that. Our
kennel always has a half-dozen loose dogs
whose longest adventure is a visit to the horse
corral. Most of these dogs are older, thus less
inclined to wander, but they are obviously
content in their surroundings and do not feel
the need for more stimulus.

Dogs need a buddy. If you own a single dog
and a neighbor with a dog, see if you can work
out a kenneling agreement once you test the
animals’ compatibility.
The dog’s best interest. That is the thought
that needs to be foremost when caring for
your animal. I believe that the best and most
effective way to keep kennels in excess of a
half-dozen dogs is by tethering. It is not the
only way. If a large dog kennel has the time
and personnel, then kennels can be made to
work adequately. The amount of time spent
in the company of other canines is one key to
their well-being. Individual breeds need their
foibles; Labs need to chase sticks, Heelers
must have something to herd, Yorkies require
a lap and sled dogs need to run. No matter
how much your dog loves you, he is first a
dog.•

Individual breeds need their foibles; Labs need to chase sticks,
Heelers must have something to herd, Yorkies require a lap and sled
dogs need to run. No matter how much your dog loves you, he is
first a dog.
Dogs that have had kennel lives are a
different animal. If one takes a kenneled
animal, or a relatively confined house dog
to a play yard, almost all are ecstatic in the
company of other canines. The interaction
with others is what they are lacking. The
pertinent question would be: why do they
feel the need to play non-stop for the short
time they have with others of their kind?
Inadequate stimulus? Interaction with others
is the missing link. The things I have outlined
are easy for most kennel owners to emulate.
The pet owner who only has one dog is in
another category with a totally different set
of circumstances. My feeling is that there
are no circumstances in which a single dog
should be tethered. A pair of dogs that get
along well are fine on a tether or in a kennel
together–especially one where there is dirt!
mushing magazine
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Matt Hall's journey from trapline kid
to Yukon Quest champion
words and images by Amanda Brooks, except where noted

GROWing up on the yukon
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photo by Scarlett Hall

in chase with his own two-dog team. Scarlett was close behind to
stand him back up whenever he wiped out. By the age of 15, Matt was
guiding expeditions for his parents mushing company, Bush Alaska
Expeditions, and had honed in his skills of reading the river ice,
overflow and navigating through the jumble ice of the Yukon River.
There are many attributes that contributed to Matt’s love for mushing,
living so remotely and mushing freely in the open wilderness were two
major factors.

photo by Scarlett Hall

Matt Hall was raised in the small bush village of Eagle, Alaska,
located along the Yukon River and bordering the Yukon Territory.
Raised by his parents, Wayne and Scarlett Hall, he was submersed
immediately into the life of running sled dogs. He grew up living a
subsistence life-style—hunting, fishing, trapping with and for the
dogs. As an infant, Scarlett would wrap him in a thick blanket with
hot water bottles and pack him snugly into the basket of a sled to train
the dogs and get the daily chores accomplished. By the young age of
five, Matt would be sandwiched between his father at lead and mother
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Glacier Summers

photo by Scarlett Hall

For the past ten summers, Matt
and his dogs have joined Alaska
Icefield Expeditions on the Denver
Glacier in Southeast Alaska. Hall
looks forward to giving tours to
guests from all over the world
but also sees it as a great training
opportunity for the dogs. Summers
on the glacier provide essential
socialization for the puppies,
whom are handled daily by the
tourists. The yearlings learn the
invaluable fundamentals of being
a sled dog—Of which patience and
consistency are two major lessons
of focus. Mushers can work oneon-one with their dogs, giving each
dog countless hook-ups, handling and trail time. The dogs are able to work everyday, which keeps them happy and content and aids building
muscle by plowing through the deep snow. By the seasons end, the dogs are fit and ready to move forward with fall training and the endurance
side of conditioning.

Fall and Harvest Season

Growing up off-grid makes fall chores routine for Hall. Every year the
kennel must prepare for winter by hanging tons of salmon on fish racks
to dry. These will become trail snacks and cook-pot meals for the dogs
come winter. In Eagle, Hall and his parents would set up a fish camp
next to their fish wheel for a couple weeks each summer along the Yukon
River. They’d catch, dress and hang Chum Salmon by the thousands to
feed out to the dogs, which was a main staple of their diet. Today Hall
also feeds a fair share of moose and caribou scraps, given to them by
members of the Two Rivers community. The bones are boiled down to
make a nutritious bone broth enriched with vitamins and minerals and
then handed out as chew toys to help keep the dogs teeth tartar free. On
top of the bone treats and cook-pots of salmon, the dogs are also fed a
high performance kibble, beef, liver, fat and an array of supplements to
keep them happy and fat for the miles ahead.

Coming up Aces continued on next page
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Coming up Aces continued from previous page

Off-Grid Living

Hall & his fiancé bought 40-acres in Two Rivers, Alaska in the spring of 2016. Because of their remote location getting connected to the grid
isn’t a possibility and thus they are reliant on their sled dogs to maintain their lifestyle. Hall grew up using his basket sled to haul wood and
buckets of water from Last Chance Creek. Today, his freight sled is still employed doing the same thing with a team of dogs, hauling water on a
daily basis from the Chena River. All winter long, the yurt stays warm from firewood that was brought home by dog team.

The soon-to-be “Halls”

Matt and Amanda met on the Denver Glacier in
2014. Amanda originates from Mount Desert Island,
Maine and came to Alaska in pursuit of dog mushing.
Brooks had a background in sailing and commercial
fishing before she jumped on the runners of her first
dog team in the northern woods of New Hampshire
in 2013. With some coaching from her a long-time
college friend, Chase Tingle, she quickly learned
the ropes. The following winter, she spotlighted as
a guide for Husky Works Mushing Co. in southern
Vermont. After a couple of weeks she was fully
enraptured by the dogs and lifestyle and was
committed to the idea of moving to Alaska to further
her new-found love for adventure. Brooks sent in her
resume to every kennel that popped up on a Google
search. Alaska Icefield Expeditions manager, Pete
Bartlett, having a fondness for fellow Mainers, hired
her on for the 2014 season. With her little Siberian
in tow, Maddie and Amanda headed to Alaska.
With a bachelor’s degree in biology and a fondness
for nutrition, Brooks spends her time researching
canine supplements and sports medicine. She also
trains and races noncompetitively in mid-distance
races with the yearlings, providing invaluable
experience for the young pups and shaping them for
their future years as Quest and Iditarod athletes.
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2016 Copper Basin 300 Championship
Copper Basin 300 marked Hall’s first big win and when the elements
of their training & feeding programs started to come together. Hall
learns something new from each race and at the end of the season,
the training regimen and supplementation gets tweaked. Hall isn’t the
only racer in the family and was first exposed to the Yukon Quest by
his father and his mother who have managed the Eagle checkpoint

for the past 15+ years. Wayne Hall was the first musher to complete
the 1,000-mile race with all 14 dogs, a testament to his dog care &
attention to detail. For Hall & the SAK team, races are an instrumental
way to learn something new from the veterinarians on site. Over the
years, Hall has been awarded the Vet’s Choice Award twice in the
Yukon Quest 1,000 and once in the Copper Basin 300.

2017 Yukon Quest Championship
Luther joined the Smokin’ Ace Team in the
fall of 2017. Buhr is joining the kennel again
this winter for his second season as full-time
handler. Tyler came on board specifically
for the Quest last year and handled for Hall
during his 2016 season on the glacier.
The 2017 Quest shaped up to be the perfect
storm for Hall and his team of Smokin’ Ace’s.

By Dawson, his team was hit by a bug and
deciphering exactly what the dogs wanted to
eat was a tricky feat on their 36-hr layover.
Hall arrived at the half-way point in 3rd. Allen
Moore, 2-time Yukon Quest Champion and
role model, was hot on his tail. By the time
Hall was 50-miles into his first leg outside of
Dawson, the cards came together—the dogs

Coming up Aces continued on next page
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Before every race, Hall likes to take the
team on loose walks to ensure their joints
and muscles stay loose for game day. The
handlers make sure the team is stretched
out and hydrated before the start line of the
Quest, so Hall can rest and attend meetings .
Last year the Smokin’ Ace Team consisted of
Amanda Brooks, Luther Buhr and Tyler Rode.
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Coming up Aces continued from previous page
were eating everything that was thrown at them and were
raring to go. The plan was to put a safe distance between
himself and Moore and put pressure on Neff. With a big
move measured out by past race records and invoked by
the vitality of the dogs, Hall set out on a 100-mile run from
Eagle to Slaven’s. The move that eventually sling-shot him
and his team into first place. With two more ominous
obstacles ahead of him (Eagle Summit and passing by his
home kennel 940 miles into the race), the championship
was in his sights. On September 14th, 10 days 1 hour in 7
minutes after the race start, Hall and his team celebrated
their 2017 Yukon Quest 1,000-mile Championship and
Valentine’s Day with roses and steaks for the team. Hall is
the second youngest to win this race at 25 years old.

Golden Harness Winners
& The Future of smokin'
ace kennels

photo by Julien Schroder

The Golden Harnesses were awarded to Keeper and
Anchor for their outstanding performance through out
the race, though every dog in the team conrtibuted a major
role to the teams success. Hamlet should be mentioned as
he led the team up and over Eagle Summit with precision
and perserverance. He also led the team to their victory

Join our team!

We are looking for mushers with or without dogs to
give tours on the glaciers during the summer!
more info @ www.akdogtour.com
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in the 2016 CB300. The 2017 Quest was the mark of Keeper’s retirement from
the race team and a celebration of a great fearless leader. With the passing of the
torch, Keeper’s protégé Anchor, and his sister Ace will be leading the charge into
the upcoming 2018 race season. Their half brothers and sisters (the “B” litter) will
be joining the race team as 2-year olds, alongside of the crazy Critters (“C” Litter).
While Hall is on the Yukon Quest and Iditarod trails, Amanda will have her hands
full on puppy walks with the “F” (Keeper x Salcha) and “G” (Ace x Goblin) litters.
The future looks bright!

Specialty Outdoor Gear

Constructed, Designed and Proven in Alaska

Parkas • Bibs • Hats
Musher Mitts • Sled Bags and REPAIRS
Expedition
Anorak

201 Minnie St.
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701
907-451-7555

Check out our new website!

WWW.AKGEAR.COM
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A True Negative Split Doesn’t Beat
the Streepers
by Jake Witkop

Disclaimer: Since negative splits have been covered by us here
at Mushing, I gave mostly evidence against true negative splits in
this article. Anyways, it is food for thought and an opinion piece so I
welcome you to share your thoughts with us.

E

veryone who has subscribed under my tenure may recognize
that I have covered quite a bit on negative splits through
interviews with Arleigh Reynolds, Roxy Wright, Buddy
Streeper, and a few others. It seems to be a common emphasis among
top racers in open class, and for that matter, distance racing as well,
which is why I keep covering it in different variations.
When talking about dog teams, the negative split is when you come
home (the second half of the run) faster than you started a race or a
training run. Your first few miles are slower than your last few miles.
This has been well-practiced and successful in humans as both the
bodies of dogs and humans adapts to the increased exercise load and
becomes more efficient during the course of a heat or event leading
to an increase in speed throughout the run. Now, don’t forget that
temperature, training, topography, trail conditions and many other
factors can throw a wrench in a negative split.
In order to effectively manage a team to achieve a negative split,
most mushers use drag mats to hold the pace to a certain speed at the
beginning, letting dogs warm up, settle in, and contain their starting
line excitement. This can seem a bit counterintuitive because adding
more resistance to the drag mat makes the dogs work harder. This is
when the old saying “speed kills” comes to mind. Buddy Streeper goes
to great lengths to really slow his team out of the gates, in order to let
them warm into a run and run faster on the way home. All top mushers
in open class slow the dogs down initially with the drag mat; though, it
is hard to tell how much, and it certainly varies by the musher.
That being said, there is a fine balance between drag mat pressure
and resulting speed. Too little pressure at the beginning, and you
risk having a winded team coming home. Too much pressure at the
beginning and you could lose too much time and set a slower pace than
what is optimal.
So let’s talk about a recent conversation I had with Dr. Arleigh
Reynolds. His kennel has three 1st place finishes and two 2nd place
finishes in his focus races of the Fur Rondy and Open North American
Championship. His kennel’s success is certainly a reason to speak
with Dr. Arleigh Reynolds, but his background in nutritional research
(and his passion for exercise physiology), and the fact that open class
sprint racing is said to be the ultimate physical test for sled dogs is
also compelling. While this is open class-centric, negative splits are
applicable to nearly every discipline of the sport. For example, Dallas
trained his team to hold just over 9 mph for Iditarod in 2017, and he
was successful. But this was overshadowed by his dad, because Mitch
held his team at around 10 mph. This smashed the time record for
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Theoretically, the negative split optimizes the
physiology of your dog team and this has been tested
at the Jeff Studdert Racegrounds in Fairbanks, AK.
A German doctor and limited class musher, timed the
speed of dog teams in the first mile and the last mile.
He concluded that for every second you gain on the
way out, you will lose 3-5 seconds on the way in. Now,
trail conditions and terrain must be factored in. The Dog
Mushers Hall is a steady downgrade for the 1st mile that
the dog teams have to climb coming back into the finish
line. So teams that have redlined out the starting gates,
will have a magnified loss of speed because of the climb
(the only notable elevation change in the entire course,
but your team has redlined the entire course and, if
they are too winded, they will crawl up that hill). Also,
pretty exaggerated positive splits were the norm for
sprint racing up until that point. (I understand that many
people, including George Attla and Roxy Wright have
long preached running a pace, but they did often have a
subtle drop off in the middle or final miles).

Iditarod, and showed the world that maintaining a pace for 1,000
miles is entirely possible (oversimplified, I know).
Talking to Arleigh about Roxy’s checkpoint times and performance
in 2017 as World and North American Champion, it was fascinating to
see that she didn’t run a true negative split. Her team was definitely
faster out of the gates than they were coming home (Roxy is barely
100 lbs soaking wet so it is difficult for her to leverage enough pressure
on the mat to slow a champion open class team). If you look at her
North American performance, where she left her GPS at home and
ran the race by feel from years of experience and winning, over the
course of 20 miles, she was 4 seconds faster than her projected pace.
This means that Roxy can really see a dog team and their abilities and
control them through her drag mat and voice commands. But what we
must not forget to acknowledge, is she went out faster than her final
pace, but ran an even pace nonetheless, however not a negative split.
She was able to do something that hasn’t been done in a few years beat Buddy Streeper. And her second victory proved her success was
no mistake. While we will never know if a true negative split would’ve
helped her team, the proof of success is her two championships.
Interestingly, to further argue that true negative splits may not
maximize team potential, look at the last time the Streeper main
team was beat in a sprint race, at the La Pas, when Kevin Cook took a
commanding lead on day 1 and day 2 to beat the Streeper main team.
Kevin did this by leaving the mass start of the 35-mile heats at 21+
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mph for the first few miles, way faster than
Streepers, and came home at 16-17 mph.
This allowed him to get way out in front
the first two days and give him a cushion to
win the race overall, when the Streepers are
usually the strongest - day 3. Running such a
drastic pace difference in the first few miles,
compared to the rest of the race, is a product
of strategy for running mass-start races, but
again, the proof is that Kevin was able to beat
Buddy and the Streeper main team.
While in conversation with Arleigh, he also
showed me a rough pace for his last Rondy
victory (he's the previous winner to Roxy).
He still emphasizes the benefit of running
a negative split as he won that year’s race

with a large margin. While his team did slow
down a bit on the avenue because of the soft
trail and climb up Cordova hill, his team was
noticeably better looking (fresh and fast) as
they charged across the finish line all 3 days
and ran the rest of course with a negative split.
He has attributed the ability of that particular
team to run negative splits to his late, great
leader, Guts. She was seven years old that
year (potentially the oldest leader to ever win
North American and Rondy) and she would
warm into a good pace and knew where the
finish line was. Unfortunately, the Streepers
weren’t there (but Egil Ellis was), so it is hard
to compare (among many other reasons different dogs, leaders, course, etc.) Roxy’s

pacing strategy to Arleigh’s. Nonetheless,
both were able to attain top honors at the
most prestigious open class races in Alaska.
So it seems concrete that correct pacing is
really important for managing your dog team;
though, perhaps not a negative split. Just like
most things in mushing, there are many ways
to race your team and training sets the table
for racing. I didn’t discuss as many of the
positive aspects of negative splits because I
wanted to provide an interesting viewpoint
based on Roxy’s championships in 2017. •
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superdogs
matt hall
descriptions by Smokin' Ace Kennel
photos by Rose Hewitt

2017 Yukon Quest champion

Keeper ♂
{55 lbs}
9 yrs

Gulo ♀
{50 lbs}
7 yrs
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Crazy (Mackey) x Chen Lei (Mackey)
Nickname: Gulo Gulo (wolverine)
Position: Wheel
As her name suggests, Gulo is as fierce as a wolverine.
She has a beautiful build, fluid gait and the strength
of a bear. She’s known around the dog yard for her
impeccable work ethic and stoic nature. Gulo is the
mother to the “C”ritter litter.
2017

Salcha ♀
{45 lbs}

= finished in 2017 Yukon Quest champion team

7 yrs

Jake (Kleedehn) x Nugget (Hall)
Position: Lead
Keeper comes from Hall's first litter of
puppies and was born and raised on the
Yukon River in Eagle. He was a born leader
and has trained every leader in our kennel,
including our 2-year-old Golden Harness
winner, Anchor. Keeper was on the 2014 YQ
3rd place team, 2016 YQ 4th place team &
blazed the way into Dawson on our 2017 YQ
Championship team. He is as tough as he is
smart.

Swingley/Buser
Nickname: Miss Piggy
Position: Team
Salcha is one of our toughest females in the yard when it comes
to endurance & grit and has been on multiple top mid & long
distance race finishes. She is one of our most devoted members
of the team and is always in sync with her musher and commands.
Salcha gets her nickname “Miss Piggy” by proving it’s possible to
gain weight on a 1,000-mile race.
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RUby ♀
{40 lbs}
7 yrs

Koyuk ♂
{50 lbs}
7 yrs

Lionel (Buser) x Highnoon (Hayashida/Swingley)
Nickname: Ruby Snacks, Ruby Roo
Littermates: Koyuk & Rohn
Position: Lead/Swing
Little Miss Ruby is our super woman of the team.
After what we thought was a career ending injury in
2016, Ruby rebounded to finish on the winning 2017
Yukon Quest team. Like her brothers, she has an
outstanding attitude, appetite, coat and paws. She’s
known not only for her brilliance up at lead, but also
for her many yoga poses in the dog yard.

Lionel (Buser) x Highnoon (Hayashida/Swingley)
Nickname: Handsome Man, Happy Pants
Littermates: Ruby & Rohn
Position: Swing/Team
Koyuk is one of the happiest dogs of the kennel. No matter the mileage on
a race, we can count on him to eat, sleep & repeat; all while wagging his
tail and keeping our spirits up. He can run anywhere in team and can be
called up as a leader as well. He’s the main stud of our kennel and is the
father to our “A” & “B” litters.

Rohn ♂
{40 lbs}
7 yrs

Lionel (Buser) x Highnoon (Hayashida/Swingley)
Nickname: Pipsqueak, Sausage Link
Littermates: Ruby & Koyuk
Position: Lead/Swing
Rohn is one of our unspoken heroes of the team. Though this boy has a sausagelike build, he has never been dropped from a race and has four Copper Basin and
three Yukon Quest finishes under his belt. He’s happy, loves his food, has a perfect
thick coat and tough paws. Rohn is a push button leader and loves to run single
lead or co-lead with his sister Ruby.
mushing magazine
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CHamp ♂
{55 lbs}
6 yrs

Loki ♂
{50 lbs}
5 yrs

Adidas (Little) x Solomon (Little)
Nickname: Champers, Hungry Hippo
Position: Wheel/Team
Champ is one of our all-stars that is fueled by two things, forward
momentum and food. He eats anything and everything that is
thrown his way and is our official cook pot cleaner of the kennel.
Champ has been on every Yukon Quest team and is the proud father
of our “C”ritter Litter.

Chaos (Zirkle/Hendricks) x Sparta (Berkowitz/Little)
Nickname: Grumpy
Littermates: Eira
Position: Wheel/Team
Loki is one of two dogs that has never been dropped from
a race, a testimony to his mental fortitude and endurance.
This guy gives 110% no matter the terrain or trail conditions.
Loki is a serious dog and ensures there is no play time on his
watch.

Eira ♀
{45 lbs}
5 yrs
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Chaos (Zirkle/Hendricks) x Sparta (Berkowitz/Little)
Nickname: Chewbacca
Littermates: Loki
Position: Team
Eira is the type of sled dog that often goes unnoticed
because of her flawlessness in team. She’s a hard &
consistent worker with an insatiable appetite. She gets
her nickname because of the bizarre Chewbacca sounds
she makes at hook-up. Eira has completed the Yukon
Quest in 2016 & 2017 and was on the Copper Basin
2016 Championship team.

= finished in 2017 Yukon Quest champion team
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Ace ♀
{40 lbs}
3 yrs

Anchor ♂
{65 lbs}
3 yrs

Koyuk (Hayashida/Buser) x Mudslide (Haltman/Hayashida)
Nickname: Big Boy
Littermates: Ace
Position: Lead
Anchor is our stallion of the race team, not only in character
but in size. He is hands down our biggest dog in the yard and
possesses the mental strength and fortitude of a seasoned
veteran. He led his first Yukon Quest at 2-years old and brought
the team into a first-place finish. He was awarded the Golden
Harness alongside his mentor, Keeper.

Hamlet ♂
{45 lbs}
6 yrs

Koyuk (Hayashida/Buser) x Mudslide (Haltman/
Hayashida)
Littermates: Anchor
Position: Swing/Lead
Ace is the sweetheart of the dog yard. She has a
beautiful build, coat and gait. Comparatively, she’s
25-lbs shy of her big brother Anchor in size but she
defies her size in both fierceness and drive on the
team. She completed & finished her first Yukon
Quest 1,000 in 2017, as well as her first Copper Basin
in 2017.

Lugnut (Santos) x Iowa (Santos)
Nickname: Hammy, Hambone
Position: Lead
Hamlet is a rare and special breed who is one of two dogs in our
kennel that has run the Yukon Quest & Iditarod back-to-back in
2016 and finished both. He’s feisty and driven up front and led
the team over Eagle Summit on our 2017 Yukon Quest. For being
such a go-getter on the line, he’s a big sucker for butt rubs.
mushing magazine
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Chance ♂
{55 lbs}
2 yrs

Champ (Little) x Gulo (Mackey)
Nickname: Chancers
Littermates: Cash, Carhartt, Cougar, Costello, Cobra, Cocoa
Position: Team/Swing
Chance is a new recruit to the race team this year. He has inherited
his father’s ravenous appetite and his mother’s stoic character.
He’s one of the most fluid trotters of the “C”ritters and works
great at the front of the pack.

Johnny Cash ♂
{60 lbs}
2 yrs
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Champ (Little) x Gulo (Mackey)
Nickname: Chancers
Littermates: Chance, Carhartt, Cougar, Costello, Cobra, Cocoa
Position: Team/Swing
Cash is another new recruit to the race team and runs well in team or up front
alongside his brother Chance. Like all “C”ritter’s, he inherited his father’s
insatiable appetite and irrepressible drive for forward motion. Cash is one of the
largest boys of his litter.

2017
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Bourbon ♂
{55 lbs}
2 yrs

Badger ♂
{40 lbs}
2 yrs

Koyuk (Hayashida/Buser) x Salcha (Swingley/Buser)
Littermates: Boomer, Bolt, Barley, Banjo, Badger
Position: Team/Swing
Bourbon is a clone of his father, Koyuk. He’s happy and smart with
a great appetite. Bourbon has a beautiful build and an effortless
gait. With a thick coat and tough paws, we’re excited to see his
performance on the Yukon Quest & Iditarod trail for years to come.

Koyuk (Hayashida/Buser) x Salcha (Swingley/Buser)
Littermates: Boomer, Bolt, Barley, Banjo, Bourbon
Position: Wheel/Team
Badger is a clone to his uncle Rohn in size and drive and has inherited his mother’s
cheeky and assertive personality. Though he’s small, he’s nimble and focused. We
have high expectations for this little super dog.
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